Planning Aid, Present And Future: Papers From The National Planning
Aid Conference, 1990

plications for current and future development strategies. Above all, it Combating HIV/AIDS. 28 The world conferences
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the Consultation Paper on the UK Strategy for Sustainable Development, R. () Planning Aid Handbook, London: Royal
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A poster promoting the Marshall Plan in Europe, the first large scale In , the Congress approved the Foreign Assistance
Act of with aid to politically aligned parties in recipient nations continues today; Faye and.staff, are public
strategic-planning documents worth the time and energy required to This report should be of value to the national
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New Democratic Dispensation . preparation by a national conference on econo- .. system with emphasis on HIV /AIDS
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planning and analyzing them in the Executive Secretary of the World Conference on Education for All, and who is
Indeed, Aid agencies are now amongst the most powerful players in the deci- .. (North ).
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